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Where's the Zombie?

A Post-Apocalyptic Zombie Adventure

Paul Moran

Keynote

Where's The Zombie? promises to amuse, entertain and terrify readers as they

hunt for the family of walking dead among the crowds in this zombie activity

book.

Description

The virus is spreading and nowhere is safe. It's a scramble for survival as the

number of zombies grows with every turn of the page... 

From a hospital under quarantine and an underground bunker, to a White House

evacuation and full-scale battle in the streets, zombie fans will love this scary and

stomach churning search book. 

With 48 pages of full colour illustrations, Where's The Zombie? promises to amuse,

entertain and terrify readers as they hunt for the family of zombies among the crowds in

this zombie activity book.

Sales Points

Illustrated by the artist behind Buster’s bestselling title, Where’s the Unicorn? which has
sold over 200,000 copies so far, and the popular Where’s the Meerkat? series which
has sold over 1,180,000 copies and in 26 territories
The outbreak of a new, highly contagious virus puts the world on high alert. Victims
display horrifying symptoms including a hunger for human flesh. The fight for survival
against the zombies has begun!
With ten specific zombies to spot in every scene, readers can follow the story from
outbreak to apocalypse, with tons of dark detail and gruesomely funny illustrations on
every packed page
There's just the right blend of humour and horror, which makes this the perfect gift for
any zombie fan

Reviews

'Great horror fun for all the family!' - Scream magazine
'Engage your blackest humour' - Sci-Fi Bulletin
'Promises to amuse, entertain and terrify readers as they hunt for the family of
zombies' - Zombie Times
'Puzzle fans young and old will love this gorgeously gruesome and scarily supernatural
search book' - Lancashire Evening Post
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